
 
Attn Player: 
 
You are reading this because you prolly saw some old video about The Hunt or Poochee   
and Pansy or something IDK LOL. The Hunt was Dad’s old ARG from 2010 and it’s over now.
Now there’s a new ARG and it’s mine. Since you’re here 
looking for an ARG why not try mine?

 
 

   a  
   

 
 
The Nature of the Gangadiddle: 
The Gangadiddle was a big UwU spoopy monster that created isolated worlds to trap ppl
and eat them and the Hunters solved clues and puzzles and stuff and there was a side
quest with some forgettable characters called the s33k3rs (lol 1337sp33k) but in the end
they beat the Gangadiddle and everybody lived happily ever after.

 
 

 
 

Nathan Israel (aka the Hunt Master), the Gangadiddle, and even the
cringey s33k3rs were all just characters in that old totally not-real
ARG from way back then. Or were they?

  
   

      
 

 

!
“It’s only a model.”
-Sir Monty Python

 

 
 
So what’s happening now?   
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There’s a new ARG in town! It’s run by me! Who am I? Ohai! I’m The Technician. I’m a 1337 h4xx0r. Just like 

countryside. I’m currently working to stop a cult called LSS. I’m also occasionally harrassed by a couple of bumbling
knuckleheads who also hate LSS but also hate me. They don’t like imaginary ppl coming to life I guess lol. They’ve 
been leaving me alone lately so I guess you don’t have to worry about them. They’re not part of my cool new ARG
anyway so forget I even said anything. When Dad did his The Hunt ARG back in the day, he got LSS’s attention.

out.



This is where Nathan talked about how big and spoopy the Gangadiddle was but really 
that old ARG is ancient history. Don’t even worry about it. It was all made up.

 
 
Rules and Disclaimers: 
Rules lol?
I mean I guess don’t do anything illegal or whatever. Also, if you contact Dad (aka dolst, Rob Dolst) be nice. But
don’t mention my ARG, the Gangadiddle, LSS, Dream Axiom, or anything about stars being pretty. If you contact
Dream Axiom, don’t mention LSS.
I am monitoring. If you try me, I 

On the next page, there is a cute little puzzle that was directed the original Hunters to a WordPress site at the very
beginning of The Hunt. I guess that’s why this was called “Commencement”!
The site is still there. Maybe you can learn a little history. Sure it covers The Hunt which I already told you is over. But
right after The Hunt ended, some other stu� happened. You can see that there. Or not. Whatever.

Finally, if you haven’t already gone to gangadidle.com you really should. I have so much stu� there with more to
come.

kthxbai

The Technician Loves You.

will intercept your messages and I will mock you.



I. The firm gill, a basic leer. 
II. Sad Dr. John, vista cane pose. 
III. Prose vets peel Josh. 
 
 

 
 
Filter the sentences through the matrix. 
A little algebra will help you Process them. 
Solve the puzzle, take out the spaces, then get hyper with your markup. 
 
 
     (NAME) (VERB)s (NAME) 
I.   ______ _______ ______ 
II.  ______ _______ ______ 
III. ______ _______ ______ 


